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CHILD PORNOGRAPHY SIMULATION: 
Paper on the portrayal of young boys and girls as children in pornography that 
insinuates child pornography to perpetrators of child sexual fantasy and abuse. 

 
Respected Sir, 
 
With great admiration to your courage and commitment to the progress of the 
nation of India, I hereby contribute to your fight against child pornography. 
 
Just as any movie would have a script writer, a director and actors; it is the same 
with the pornographic industry. As there are genres in the media industry; the 
same exists in the adult entertainment industry too. One such type of audience 
and consumers are those with sexual fetishism to view child pornography. 
However, while our government prohibits and bans child pornography, the 
pornographic industry is currently beating the Indian system– simply by portraying 
young boys and girls as little children – consequently insinuating child 
pornography. 
 
I have coined this term as CPS or child pornography simulation. 
 
Consumers of such material, while watching the alluring affect of these young 
actors, believe in their minds that these actors are actual children; as the brain 
has a way of tricking the adult consumer into believing that s/he is intrinsically 
involved in the sexual act with a child and not just a mere spectator. This is why 
advertising is so successful, as it inspires emotions into people, creating a desire 
and craving for the product and service advertised. 
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The very fact that an adult is viewing child sex and or child insinuating sex is the 
premise that s/he has already been thinking about sex as a verb with children 
and pornography causes the viewer to think that s/he is in reality - having sex 
with children. Therefore if an adult is watching pornography where the actors are 
young girls and boys dressed in school uniforms or clothes characterizing children 
and directed to simulate the representation of children, the brain of the adult 
viewing CPS becomes wired to a passion to desire children, sexually. This will 
automatically lead to child sexual abuse (CSA). 
 
Most rapists that have been interviewed confessed to be frequent consumers of 
pornography. Inasmuch the same way, many CSA predators have become 
habituated to watching simulations of child pornography and thus desire 
children as sexual partners. 
 
Some of the CPS videos are scripted and directed in very aggressive measures 
and deals on the violent and subservient levels of sexuality. This would answer the 
question as to why adults, who sexually assault children, brutalise them. 
 
The plausible argument is that exposure to child simulation pornography 
promotes criminal sexual intent that otherwise would not exist in adult offenders. 
The exposure may take place via material that legitimizes CPS in the minds of the 
consumer, and s/he may be convinced that minors also have sexual interests. 
 
CPS consumers motivated and excited by still or moving images with sexual 
content, makes actual criminal sexual behaviour with children more probable if 
the person was already sexually motivated towards children, or, by creating new 
sexual interests in children.  
 
CPS has definitely led to the increase in child sexual abuse as consumers of such 
pornography have hard wired their brain to be attracted to children, sexually. 
 
It is my appeal to ban pornographic websites that insinuates child pornography. 
 
 
 
Please refer to my research paper on Pornography & its devastating 
consequences of the Youth & Women in the Nation of India. 
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Appendix of the various forms of CPSs as Role Playing in pornography: 
 
Sexual masochists have a desire to be treated as a helpless infant and clothed 
in diapers ('infantilism') and this association is repeated by others. Masochism 
appears to be particularly important for female infantilists. 
 
Paraphilic infantilism, also known as autonepiophilia and adult baby syndrome 
can be a sexual fetish for some that involves role-playing a regression to an 
infant-like state. Behaviours may include drinking from a bottle or wearing 
diapers. Individuals may engage in gentle and nurturing experiences (an adult 
who only engages in infantilistic play is known as an adult baby) or be attracted 
to masochistism. 
 
Masochism, The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) 
states that along with other behaviours, sexual masochists may have a desire to 
be treated as a helpless infant and clothed in diapers. This is portrayed in CPS 
imagery. 
 
Sadomasochism, is the giving or receiving of pleasure from acts involving the 
receipt or infliction of pain or humiliation. Adults who are inclined to CPS types of 
sadomasochism may seek sexual gratification from their acts against children. 
While the terms sadist and masochist refer respectively to one who enjoys giving 
or receiving pain, CPS perpetrators of sadomasochism may even force the 
victim to switch between activity and passivity/ obedience. In Bangalore 
recently, a child said that “watchman uncle” sexually abused her. In the child’s 
mind, she was being obedient to the “watchman uncle” while her innocence 
and sexual integrity was being violated. 
 
 
Truly Yours, 

 
 
 
 

Dr. Dominic F Dixon 
http://dominicdixon.net | dom@dominicdixon.net | +91 98805-36501 

 


